ASNY 2010
Spring Meeting Schedule
Colgate University

All talks will be presented in 101 Ho Science Center

9:00am  Reception and Coffee, outside Ho 101

10:00am  Michal Simon – SUNY Stony Brook, invited talk
       “Moving into the Beta Pic Moving Group”

10:45am  Valerie Rapson – University of Rochester
       “A Spitzer View of NGC 226”

11:00 am  Coffee Break

11:15 am  Neil Zimmerman – Columbia University
       “High Contrast Studies of Nearby Stars with Project 1640”

11:30 am  Thomas Sebring – Cornell University, invited talk
       “The Cornell Caltech Atacma Telescope Project”

12:15 pm  Lunch – Ho 329, 328, 332
       Tour of Ho Tung Visualization Laboratory – Ho 401

1:15 pm  Jenn Heldmann – NASA Ames Research Center, invited talk
       “Lunar Impact! An Overview and First Science Results from NASA’s
       Lunar Crater Observations and Sensing Satellite (LCROSS) Mission”

2:00 pm  Aaron Jackson – SUNY Stony Brook
       “Evaluating Systematic Dependencies of Type Ia Supernovae: The Influence of
       Deflagration to Detonation Density”

2:15 pm  Chris Malone – SUNY Stony Brook
       “Convection in the Accreted Atmosphere of a Neutron Star”

2:30 pm  Coffee break

2:45 pm  Chris O’Dea – RIT
       "Spitzer Observations of Seyfert Galaxies"

3:00 pm  Michael Petersen – Colgate University
       “Detection of Anomalous Accretion-like Outbursts from the DQ Tau Young
       Binary System”

3:15 pm  Stefi Baum – RIT
       Discussion of New York State Telescope Initiative

4:00 pm  Adjourn